
ZEUS IN THE PERSAE 

AESCHYLUS was a dramatist of ideas-of religious ideas. His ideas may have been old 
or new, clear or confused, crude or profound, but it was in terms of religious ideas that he 
interpreted the story of the house of Argos; and it was in terms of religious ideas that he 
interpreted a great event in the history of his own time. It is, therefore, of considerable 
interest and importance to discover, if we can, a relationship between the way he thought 
in 472 and the way he thought in 458. In 458 he made a Chorus rejectl an old doctrine: 
that prosperity and good fortune in themselves give rise to disaster-the doctrine, that is to 
say (though the word is not used), of the jealousy of the gods (f06ovos ri-v Oev). No, sings 
this Chorus, it is the impious deed that begets after its kind, the old hubris that gives birth 
to new and to a train of evil consequences. In 472, in the Persae, we seem to find both 
doctrines. We find the Chorus singing of the crafty deceit of a god from which no mortal 
can escape, and we find the Messenger speaking of the jealousy of the gods. But we also 
find Darius speaking of the stern punishments of Zeus and attributing the disasters of the 
Persians to their own acts of hubris. As though such seeming contradictions were sent to 
test our ingenuity, eminent scholars-I mention no names2-have tied themselves in knots 
to demonstrate that the contradiction does not exist. I would suggest that the contradiction 
not only exists but is essential to the thought of the play, and that it has, to some extent, 
imposed upon the play its form.3 

This form is very simple, just as the dramatic action is simple. The Persian elders 
express their anxiety at the long-delayed return of Xerxes and his mighty army; Atossa tells 
them about her sinister dream; a messenger brings news of the disaster at Salamis. By the 
closing words of Atossa, before she leaves the stage at 53I, the poet seems deliberately to 
have left open in the mind of his audience the possibility of a speedy arrival of Xerxes ;4 and, 
if the news of Salamis had been followed, after a short choral ode, by the return of Xerxes 
in rags and a scene of lamentation closing the play, it would have been a sequence very 
gratifying to Athenian pride. But it does not happen that way. Between the news of 
disaster and the return of Xerxes comes the evocation of Darius from his tomb. Not only 
so, but this episode occupies roughly a quarter of the play, of which, in point of action, it is 
manifestly the most striking-and surprising-feature. We are of course free to say that 
Aeschylus, observing that his play lacked action, decided to expand it with a characteristic 
exhibition of what ancient critics called ro r7Epa7c8esg-'the portentous', 'the sensational'. 
We can even regard Darius as a rather uneconomical device for introducing the battle of 
Plataea. Such explanations are, however, best kept in reserve to be brought forward if no 
reason more creditable to the dramatic skill of the poet can be found. 

We are faced, then, with a formal problem. Why does Aeschylus hold up the return 
of Xerxes, while the ghost of Darius is evoked from the tomb ? And why does he devote so 
large a part of the play to this scene ? It is perhaps by asking ourselves such questions and 
attempting to answer them that we stand the best chance of reaching plausible interpreta- 
tions of Aeschylus. There is another question-not this time of form-which should be 

1 Agam. 750 ff. patriotic and political aspects. It is indeed obvious 
2 Except to say that Professor E. R. Dodds is not that, in some degree, it was bound to evoke a 

among them. 'What to the partial vision of the patriotic response, at which certain features may 
living appears as the act of a fiend, is perceived by have been aimed. On the political aspect, cf. A. J. 
the wider insight of the dead to be an aspect of Podlecki, The political background of Aeschylean tragedy 
cosmic justice' (The Greeks and the Irrational 39). If 8-26, and my review in Gnomon 39 (I967) 641 ff.; 
there is any originality in my article, it is in regard E. R. Dodds, PCPS n.s. 6 (1960) 22 n. I. 
to the art rather than to the thought of Aeschylus. 4 Cf. R. D. Dawe, PCPS, n.s. 9 (1963) 27. 

3 I am not concerned to deny that the play has 
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asked and can be answered.5 Why, in a play produced in Athens about the Athenians' 
finest hour,6 is the goddess Athena mentioned only once (no more often than Poseidon or 
Hermes, Phoebus or Pan) and not even then as herself the saviour? The answer is that 
Athena would be too patriotic, too local. Aeschylus is going to interpret the campaign, not 
in terms of Athena saving her city, but of Zeus maintaining a moral order in the world. 
The answer to this question will perhaps enable us to answer the other question-the 
question of form. 

It is unnecessary to expatiate upon the importance of Zeus in the thought of Aeschylus. 
But that great name is not bandied about in his plays. In the Persae it occurs five times: 
five times as often as the name of any other Olympian god, but five times only. Three of 
these occurrences are in the Darius-scene, out of the mouth of Darius himself (740, 762, 827). 
One opens the choral ode (3 Zev f3aocrAE^, 532) which ends the first half of the play and 
precedes the evocation. The remaining instance lies on the far side of the Darius-scene, 
in the first outburst of Xerxes on his entrance (915). After that outburst Zeus is not 
mentioned in the closing scene; he is not mentioned in the first half of the play at all 

(until 532). Perhaps, then, it would not be unfair to say that Zeus belongs particularly 
to the Darius-scene and its immediate environment. This said, let us now return to the 
beginning and consider the religious standpoint which is expressed in the play's first half. 

The Chorus of Persian elders, faithful counsellors of the King, are anxious because no 
news has come from the great host. They recall the vast man-power and the vast wealth 
of the Persian realm; they recite the names of princes from all parts of the empire who had 
departed. If this gives the measure of their anxiety, it is also their ground of confidence. 
For who could resist this great army advancing like a wave of the sea? aTrpoolr-Tosg yap o 
IIepauv arrpatro dAKiabpwv TE Aao's (91 f.). At this point we come up, as so often alas in 
Aeschylus, against a textual problem. Is the order of stanzas, as we find it in the MSS., 
correct? Many editors have followed 0. Mtller in placing the pair of stanzas 0OE'Oev 

yap . . . AaoiTopots TE tl77XavaLS (101-14) before aoAOTlrv S' aTraTv . . . dAavra EvyEtv 
(or whatever we read there, and whether we accept 93-100 as a mesode or make a pair of 
stanzas out of it); and for a variety of reasons I am sure they are right.7 With this 
transposition, the Chorus now explain the irresistible character of Persian might by singing 
of a moira or allotted portion of divine origin (0e60ev) which has imposed upon the Persians 
a career of wars and sieges and sacks. (No specific god is mentioned, and this, as we shall 
see, is characteristic. The idea of moira, of a divinely appointed portion or lot, is a common 
feature of Greek thought in the archaic period.) When the Chorus add that the Persians 
learnt to look upon the rough waters of the sea, the audience may perhaps wonder whether 
this was something that was not (in the Homeric phrase) Kara 

' 
1oZpav, but that idea cannot 

be in the minds of the Chorus. When they sing that their countrymen have put their trust 
in 'slender cables and devices for transport of a host', they will be thinking of ships, but 
(after 7I f.) the audience may well remember the bridging of the Hellespont.8 And thus 
on two levels this stanza leads into the sinister themes which follow. For, if the audience 

5 The point is made by M. Pohlenz, Die griechische by the divine deceit. 
Tragodie2 I 6I. 8 Broadhead (on I00-3) and A. H. Coxon (CQ 

6 Cf. Aristophanes, Frogs 1027. n.s. 8 [1958] 46) argue conclusively that the first 
7 The case for the transposition is well argued by part of the stanza refers not to the Hellespont but to 

Broadhead on 93-106. D. Korzeniewski's sug- the sea in general. It is therefore very awkward if, 
gestion (Helikon 6 [I966] 573 ff.) that the mesode as Broadhead (on 104-6) holds, the subsequent lines 
should be placed between Str. y' and Ant. y' seems refer to the bridge of boats, the Chorus having 
an awkward and unrewarding compromise. W. C. 'passed from the general to the particular'. Coxon 
Scott, GRBS 9 (I968) 25-66, defends the MS order, and Groencboom (and others) seem to be right that 
arguing that, in the mind of the Chorus, it is the the Chorus is thinking of the sea, generally, through- 
Greeks who, in resisting the Persians, are victimized out. 
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thinks of the rash act of Xerxes, the Chorus is pursuing a different train of thought. May 
not the power and success of Persia be in itself a cause for alarm? They have sung of a 
dispensation divinely given: but can men trust the gods? SoAo',-TL 5' aJdraav Eov r1's. 

avr)p Ovaros dA:'et; (I07 f.). 'What mortal man can escape the crafty-minded deceit of god 
(or of a god) ?' 

Again we run into textual difficulties, but fortunately they do not obscure the nature of 
the ideas employed, which are familiar commonplaces of archaic thought.9 With a false 
show of fawning friendliness the god (a god) leads a mortal man on into a net from which 
he cannot escape. The subject of the sentence (97-IOO or I I-I4) may be dradra, but more 

likely it is a'Ta: in any case the notion of ate is introduced and means here 'infatuation'. For 
the smiling favour of heaven induces the mortal victim to commit some fatal error which 
brings him down at the height of his prosperity. So far as the language of the Chorus goes, 
the notion is quite unmoralised, though of course the audience may already be disposed to 
supply a moral. There is a strong emphasis upon deceit (8oAo'hdyrts. darra), which implies 
that the divine purpose is concealed, until it is too late. If the gods are deceitful, they are 
also fickle: friendly at one moment, hostile at the next. Notice, then, the words with which 
the Elders greet their queen, when she enters at the end of the parodos: 0Eov^ eo v evvadetpa 
HiepUav, Geov E KaS aJr1rr)p Eq)vS, EL prej 8aLCWt)v TrahaaoS vvv IeOEarrlCKe (arpar) (157 f.). Daimon 
here is perhaps something less than 'god', certainly something more than 'destiny' (in the 
faded sense which we find in Euripides and later writers). It is related to the Oe&Oev iLoZpa 
of the parodos. It was characteristic of the archaic period10 to use this half-personification 
of the moira which stressed its divine origin-most commonly of course of the individual 
destiny, but here of the moira and daimon of the Persian host, though these are closely linked 
to the personal fate of the despotic ruler. But the daimon is changeable (leOEarT7KE): the 
man or nation that was once eudaimon may become dusdaimon. 

If the elders are anxious, so, because of her dream, is Atossa. Like them, she fears a 
great reversal of fortune. She fears that the prosperity which Darius raised 'not without 
some god's aid' will be overturned. Again the text-or its interpretation-is perplexed 
(163 f.),11 but the general sense must certainly be that, as the gods gave, so they may take 
away; and again we have a vague expression: OVK a'vev OecWv TLvoS. Atossa has nothing 
more to add to our understanding of the situation, as she goes on to tell her dream to the 
elders and receive their well-meant if futile advice. 

The first speech of the Messenger reveals that the fears of Atossa were justified: cds ev ,ta 
7rAr,qyD KarE`0OapTaC rroAvhs I SXfio, -ro HepaUcW 8' avOs o'xerat reraov (25I f.). Her fear for the 
wealth, her fear for the men.l2 Note that to the Chorus, despite their earlier forebodings, 
this is a monstrous and unthought-for blow which they describe as KaKa VEdOKOra (256) and 
7rjjL' dEAhrTTrov (265). The Messenger, when he has assured Atossa of the personal survival 
of Xerxes, gives a catalogue of fallen princes which echoes ironically the catalogue in the 
parodos.l3 With the details of his narrative we are not now concerned, but only with the 
light in which he sees the events recounted. He sees, naturally, the operations of a god or 
gods. It was a god that gave the glory of the naval battle to the Greeks (454 f.); a god 
that raised the storm in Thrace and froze the Strymon, so that men prayed who had pre- 
viously been indifferent to religion (495 ff.). His last words speak of the evils that a god 
had brought down upon the Persians (5I4). 

This closing comment echoes more briefly the judgment which he had already expressed 
in answer to a question from Atossa. She had asked whether the numbers of the Greek 
ships had been so great. No, he replies, it was the Persians who had the advantage: a"A' 

9 The textual problems are too complex for 12 On the difficulties of 159-69 see my review of 
discussion here. On ate see E. R. Dodds, GI 2-8. Broadhead in CR n.s. 2 (1962) I24. 

10 Cf. Dodds, GI 23 n. 65, 42, 58 n. 79. 13 On the third catalogue see n. 35 below. 
11 See n. 21 below. 
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(S??E &auL/ov 7LS KacTE9O?EtpE arpaTov, J TrcAavra fopYaas OVK iUoppo7rO TVg7. j OEOt TToAvX aOcEovua 
HaAAados- 0ea (345 ff.). It was the gods that saved the city of the goddess Pallas; it was a 
daimon that destroyed the Persian navy, weighting the scales of fortune against them. But 
the most interesting piece of interpretation is that with which the Messenger begins his 
narrative, again in answer to a question from Atossa. Who began the battle? 7pfev ev, 
J ErTTOtvaL, Tov TravTo KLaKov cjvel t ac trop XE KaKcos lbacov rroEev (353 f.). And the 

destructive spirit, the evil daimon, we learn was incarnate, as divine agencies in Aeschylus 
so often are, in a human person-in the emissary that Themistocles (not here named) sent 
to Xerxes. Xerxes, when he had heard him, gave the fatal instructions: ov6 yap ro XMAAov 

EK OEdV 7rjlrvalaTo (373). But more significant still is this expression: ov evvels SoAov j "EXAAlvos 
advpos ov8e rrov OE()v f6vov (361 f.). The trick of a Greek man, the phthonos of the gods.14 
S'Aov recalls the $oA;oXLrjTs adrdra OEov of 107 (93); qGovov makes explicit what was only 
implied in the parodos and attributes a motive to the gods. 

Atossa has her comment, and so does the Chorus-leader have his. At 471 there is a 
pause in the narrative. w crUvyve atlOov, exclaims the queen, cs ap' EpEvasU qPEVvWV 17E'poas- 

(472 f.). 'Hateful daimon, how you have cheated the Persians of their wits.'l5 The comment 
of the Chorus at the close of the Messenger's speech is similar in tone: cL varrT7TITE &a4ov, 
os adyav f3apvs i rro$oZv evrAjov rravTrl H7EpaKc yEVEi (5I5 f.). The disaster is seen, then, as a cruel 
and excessive blow dealt by a deceptive divinity. 

Neither here nor elsewhere, in this part of the play, is there mention of any specific god. 
Chorus, queen and messenger, are alike in speaking always of 0Edo or 0Eol, &8adcwv or Sai'wv 
TS..16 There are two reasons for this which amount to much the same thing. (i) The name 
of the great god who is ultimately responsible for all will come with the greater effect for the 
preceding anonymity; and it does in fact come at the beginning of the following stasimon: 
c ZEv fpacrtAEv (532). (ii) The set of ideas in terms of which the events are interpreted by 
Chorus, queen and messenger, were in fact associated in Greek popular thought, not so 
much with clearly envisaged personal gods as with vaguely conceived divine powers-with 
a daimon, with OEwv 't-, with ro OeLov. We have the evidence in Homer and Herodotus. 
It has been observed that, in Homer, while the poet attributes events to the intervention of 
a named Olympian god, his characters often use the vaguer terms;17 and in Herodotus we 
are familiar with this unspecific use of -r 0etov and o OEOs.18 7- OeLov 7rrv f06ovEpov KaI 

-rapaXco8Es (Hdt. i 32): indeed Herodotus is the best commentator on the first half of the 
Persae, giving us the range of ideas within which the Aeschylean characters are moving. 
The ideas are these: that the gods are jealous, that they grudge men excessive prosperity; 
that they deceive men, luring them on; that their favour cannot be depended upon; that 
their ways are unpredictable; that they are cruel, deceptive, and fickle. The view of the 
supernatural taken in this part of the play is, I suggest, hardly at all moralised. True, since 
Xerxes has met with disaster, Xerxes has evidently made a big mistake. This is part of the 
process by which the gods curtail the prosperity that has earned their jealousy; they lure the 

14 On double causation or 'over-determination' 17 Cf. e.g. M. P. Nilsson, Greek piety 59 f.; Dodds, 
in Homer and Aeschylus see Dodds, GI 30 f. (with GI io if. (with special reference to the Odyssey); P. 
specific reference to this passage) and PCPS n.s. 6 Chantraine, Fondation Hardt Entretiens I 50 if. (with 
(1960) 27 n. 5. special reference to daimon). The name of Zeus is 

15 See Broadhead on 472 (and App.): the scholiast sometimes used to stand for the divine world in 
is wrong. This is the apate/ate of the parodos. Cf. general, which perhaps facilitates the transitions in 
552, 724 f. the Persae, the Aeschylean Zeus fading in at 532, 

16 Here I reluctantly part company with Professor fading out at 915. 
Kitto who has so much of value to say about the play, 18 The possible influence of the Persae on Herodotus 
when he asserts (Poiesis 56, 88) that 'it is a matter of is too big a question to be handled here: the modes 
indifference to Aeschylus' how the divine power is of expression which we find, e.g. in Hdt. i and vii, 
named. For Aeschylus himself no doubt, but not are in any case appropriate to the proverbial wisdom 
for the attitudes of his characters and the form of the which he is expounding. 
play. 
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prosperous man into making such a mistake, and he makes it in over-confidence, believing, 
in the words of Atossa, that, when his daimon is in fair course, the same wind of fortune will 
blow for ever (6oi f.).19 So Atossa asked if it was Xerxes that began the battle: TrXAJOe 

KaravX7jaaS vEwv (352), but I do not think she means to criticise her son in moral terms. 
No more do the Chorus imply criticism, when they speak of the Persians as rwv tIeyaAav;Xwv 
(533). But here the word, coming as it does immediately after the address to Zeus the 
king, may, like that address, be the poet's way of pointing forward to the scene which is to 
follow.20 

The divine world is jealous of human success, of human prosperity; the tangible evidence 
of prosperity is wealth, and the pre-eminent symbol of wealth is gold. So, in the opening 
anapaests of the Chorus, the word roAv'Xpvuao occurs four times. So Atossa leaves the 
gold-bedecked palace (XpvareoarTroovs 0od!ovs, 159) to express her fear not only for the men 
but for the wealth of Persia. Textual and interpretative difficulties again, but she seems to 
be saying that great wealth may be a danger and may overthrow the prosperity it 
represents.21 And the Messenger, in his first words, apostrophises Asia as rroAVs trAoVov 
Aqlv (250): not only the flower of the Persians is gone, but great prosperity (o';Aos) has 
been overthrown at a blow. We are not surprised that the theme recurs in the Darius- 
scene, in association with the motives and the punishment of Xerxes. For there is a 
problem in the relationship between wealth and disaster. In the Agamemnon, the Chorus 
reject the notion that it is prosperity and good fortune that are the cause of misery; if the 
goddess of Justice leaves 'gold-bespangled mansions' (Xpvurracrra eoOuAa), it is when hands 
are defiled (uv wtvp XepcWv).22 

We thus return to our original issue. The beliefs which are, if I am right, reflected in 
the utterances of Chorus and characters up to this point of the play were common beliefs of 
the average Greek. If I say (what is obvious) that they were not the beliefs of Aeschylus 
when he wrote the Agamemnon, I am not of course suggesting that his rejection of the old 
phthonos-doctrine was a revolutionary innovation, though nowhere else is this rejection so 
strongly and sharply put. In that amalgam of ideas and feelings which Gilbert Murray 
called the Inherited Conglomerate there was more than one explanation of the disasters 
which befall mankind. If the Greeks often felt the gods to be malevolent, they longed for 
them to be just;23 and generations before Aeschylus writers such as Hesiod and Solon had 
seen disasters in the light of punishments. Yet Aeschylus, when he wrote that chorus in the 
Agamemnon, thought it was worth while explicitly to reject the doctrine that wealth and 
prosperity were in themselves sufficient to generate woe in favour of the Solonian doctrine 
which found in hubris a middle term between koros and ate. He found it worth while, I am 
suggesting, to interpret a historical event of his own time upon exactly the same lines. To 
give this interpretation is the function of Darius. 

He serves this function mainly by what he says but also, partly, by what he is and was. 
The choral ode which follows the news of Salamis (532 ff.) closes the first half of the play 
with a lamentation. In the first stanza, the Chorus put the full responsibility upon Xerxes, 

19 Weil's emendation is compelling. One cannot 21 nAovrog should by all means be retained, but 
accept the attempts of Groeneboom and Broadhead the force of the image has not been determined 
to defend 6aluova . . . TX r g by reference to such beyond doubt. See recently Korzeniewski, op. cit. 
expressions as 0eov /wolpa, Trv'X? 6adatovog, which 577 ff. 
clearly are not reversible. 22 Agam. 773 ff. 

20 Contr. 827, 831. This seems to be an example 23 Dodds GI 32: 'Man projects into the cosmos 
of the way in which the implications of a word or his own nascent demand for social justice; and when 
theme are unfolded during the course of an Aeschy- from the outer spaces the magnified echo of his own 
lean play, on which I have a note in BICS 20 (I973), voice returns to him, promising punishment for the 
with particular reference to the use of otxopat in this guilty, he draws from it courage and reassurance.' 
play. 
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whose name is thrice repeated. They go on: TLTTCE Dapetos lEv ov'rW rto' pAafls e7rriv 

r6{oapXos ,roAirat~s, ZovcalSas IXAos aKcrwp; (554-7). Some editors have wished to change 
the text, and some perverse interpretations have been given. But, as Broadhead has seen, 
there is only one natural interpretation: 'Why was Darius (edv) in his time so undisastrous 
a lord of the bow over his citizens?' And there is only one difficulty, which is why the 
Chorus should (as Broadhead puts it) 'have chosen to express their judgment in the form 
of a question'. Perhaps they are made to do so, because this is a question they cannot 
answer and Darius can. And he will do so in terms of the Zeus whom the Chorus had, we 
might say, ignorantly hailed (532). Note, then, the words with which the ghost of Darius 
is first addressed by the queen: c3 3poTriv racvTrwv vtrEpax&Wv o'AXov EV3rTVXEL wTo7rtl), | CoS ECS r' 

XEAvaes avtyas qXAlov l tov co-ros vv I orov evactva HIpaaCcus coS Beo &S7yayes, | vvv re TE r ACO 
OavTova 7rpTv KaKW)v SelV fdaos (709 ff.).24 He had exceeded all men in prosperity and 

good fortune; he had been the object of envy (qACOTO's); taking Hepuats- os OEOs together, as 
they should probably be taken, he had been regarded by his subjects in the light of a god. 
All of which things, according to the traditional view of the jealousy of heaven, were a 

prescription for ultimate disaster. And yet he lived out (StiyayEs) a life of blessedness 
through to the end and, by dying before ill befell, was truly eudaimon in the Herodotean 
sense. What, then, was Darius? He was the good king who brought no great disaster 

upon his people; and his career of lasting success was evidence that wealth and prosperity 
and enviability are harmless, if men know how to bear them.25 

Let us now turn to what Darius says. As soon as he hears that an expedition has been 
made against Athens, he recognises it as an act of folly (7 I9). Then Atossa tells him of the 
bridging of the Hellespont (722). 'Did he actually do that (Kai ri08' Je'rpacev;)', exclaims 
Darius, 'close the great Bosporus?' 'Yes', replies the queen, 'some daimon surely lent its 
aid to his decision' (or however we should translate yv Ofs . .. vv/?aro). 26 'Alas, it was 
some great daimon that came upon him so that his judgment was at fault.' Darius gives no 
name, though he soon will; and I think it was of deliberation that Aeschylus here, at first, 
makes him use language which recalls the theology of the early part of the play. Indeed 
what he has said so far hardly carries us beyond the range of ideas we have already met. 
Atossa knew that the Persians had been cheated of their wits (472 f.); the elders knew that 
the trickery of the gods led the prosperous man into a state of infatuation (i i i if.). But 
why was Darius so struck by the bridging of the Hellespont? This he tells us in a speech 
which begins with Zeus and ends with Poseidon. For he has recognised that Xerxes, by 
his own impetuous folly, had brought an early fulfilment of destined and prophesied 
disasters (739-4I). In his ignorance and youthful rashness he had precipitated the fatal 
train of events, putting shackles upon the Hellespont, thinking that he, a mortal, could 
master the gods (744-50). 

The modern reader may at first feel some disappointment here. Was it all, then, a 
formal insult to the gods in general and to Poseidon in particular? But of course the act 
of Xerxes was symbolical, as the act of Agamemnon in treading the scarlet draperies 
was symbolical; and the significance of a symbolical act must be seen not only in what 
it is but in what it symbolises. Agamemnon's act symbolised (as I believe) a state of 

24 I should take c( (with Groeneboom) as explana- well known to his audience. Marathon could not 
tory rather than exclamatory. The only real be omitted but demanded-and received-cautious 
problem in the lines concerns Iiepaatg, and the best handling. Darius' own bridging of the Bosphorus 
solution seems to be in taking it with ;g Oeo;g (cf. is quietly disregarded. (Cf. J. H. Quincey, CQ 
I57 f., 654 f., 856). This carries matters a step n.s. i2 [1962] i84). Kitto, Poiesis 74 iff., has a good 
beyond the normal Greek description of continuous discussion of the relationship between the historical 
prosperity (cf. Plato, Gorg. 473c). events and the dramatic treatment. See also n. 29 

25 A portrait of doubtful historicity, no doubt. below. 
But Aeschylus treats history as myth-and could do 26 See n. 28. 
so, as long as he did not flagrantly disregard facts 
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mind, and so did that of Xerxes. But the act of Xerxes does more: it symbolises the 
wider implications of the whole expedition. The Persae, in one aspect, interprets world- 
history. 

By bridging the Hellespont, Xerxes was in effect seeking to abolish a natural boundary 
between East and West. The contrast between the two races-the Greeks and the oriental 
barbarians-diverse in their ways of thought and life must have impressed itself strongly 
upon this generation (and was later to dominate the history of Herodotus). In the Persae 
Aeschylus seeks to give an intelligible account of this world-fact. The two races were 
different, and they were intended by Zeus to remain different. It is no accident that 
the comments of Darius upon the bridging of the Hellespont are immediately followed 

by another of the infrequent mentions of the name of Zeus-but in a new connection. 
Never, says Darius, had such a disaster befallen the Persians: 'e oVrE Ttrq ZEvs avaf T7vY' 
cSLraaev,| Ev' avspa Trancs 'AclosEO a7hAorp6fTov f rayetv, EXovra raKTrrTpov EvUvvriptov (762 ff.). 
It was Zeus, then, that had ordained monarchy as the proper mode of government for 
Asiatics. No less, however, was it the will of Zeus that Greeks should be free. This is not 
stated-it could hardly be stated by Persians-but it is implied. And this is also the 
significance of Atossa's dream, in which she saw the futile attempt of Xerxes to yoke to one 
chariot the two women, Greek and barbarian: ap!iaaLtv 3' vrwo e;,v'yvvov avTco Kal AiTraSv' 
vra' aaXEvw I 7r rlm (I90 ff.). There can be little doubt that the yoking of the two women 
and the yoking of the Hellespont have the same symbolical reference.27 

Why, then, should Xerxes have attempted this fatal enterprise? Why should he have 
inaugurated it with an act so ominous as the bridging of the Hellespont? There was the 
initial folly of the expedition (719), but it is in the context of the symbolical act that Darius 
speaks of the faulty judgment of his son (725, 749), of a 'disease of the mind' (v&ros 
q!pev&v, 750). For such such a disease a divine cause is likely, and indeed it is clear that 
Darius accepts Atossa's view that the ill-judged act of Xerxes was done under divine 
influence. He accepts her very word (vviOairo, wvvarrerat), but prefaces it with the 
phrase: orav maTrev3r rts, avros (742). Disaster for Persia was among the inscrutable purposes 
of the gods, but it was Xerxes-and not the gods-who was in a hurry. To Atossa, when 
she first raised the theme (472), the failure of judgment was due to a cheating daimon. But 
Darius, who equally believes in divine distraction, sees farther into the causes which evoke 
it: it is when a man is himself bent upon an evil course that the ironical divine helper lends 
his aid.28 It is when Xerxes has come to feel that at all costs he must add by conquest to 
his wealth that he is immediately inspired with the maddest and most fateful of all ways of 
doing so. It is no accident that in the closing words of Darius' speech we return to an 
earlier theme, when he fears that the wealth he laboured to acquire is now at the mercy 
of the first-comer (751 f.).29 And this leads Atossa to reveal how her son had been taunted 
for not adding to that wealth (753 ff.).30 

Responsibility lay on Xerxes, but not, humanly, on Xerxes alone, for he had been led 
astray by evil associates. Human responsibility radiates in widening circles. First Xerxes, 

27 Observe the phrases which come so close to one grossly exaggerates both the military and the 
another in the parodos: 4vyo6v duqflaAeslv 6ovAtov economic effects of the Persian defeat (cf. H. Lloyd- 
'EAMd6t (50), Cvy'v d/uptflaAw'v awxevt ndvrTov (72). Jones, The justice of Zeus 89). When we read 75I f,. 

28 Groeneboom has helpful notes on 724 and 742. we should not however forget that the aims of the 
His parallels suggest strongly that awdvvTouat has a Delian Confederacy included reprisals as well as 
sense akin to viavcapadivco, and we can therefore liberation. 
compare the use of avJRatrop at Agam. I508. These 30 Of the two motives attributed to the Persians 
are the passages in which Aeschylus comes closest to in Herodotus-retaliation and expansionism- 
formulating the relationship between divine and Aeschylus, for fairly obvious reasons, places the 
human responsibility: on which see Dodds' admirable emphasis on the latter. Atossa speaks of retaliation 
discussion in PCPS n.s. 6 (I960) 25 if. at 473 if., but after that the theme is silent, except 

29 For his purposes Aeschylus deliberately and for divine talio. 
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then his counsellors, but soon we find the whole Persian host to blame; and the moral 
climax comes in the context, not of Xerxes and Salamis, but of Plataea. 

For the knowledge which Darius had of the oracles enabled him to foretell yet more 
disasters. Aeschylus may have had more than one reason for wishing to introduce Plataea 
(dramatically forced though his means of doing so may appear). In any case we need not 
be surprised that he reserves his strongest condemnation-and his clearest statement of the 

principles of crime and punishment-for this context. He was writing for an audience 
which had seen the sanctuaries of the Acropolis plundered and burnt. And so he makes 
Darius state that the blood shed in the plain of the Asopus was the 'penalty of hubris and 

godless thoughts' (vjpews aXrotva KaOEcv bpovrp4ia-rwv, 808) on the part of those who had not 
reverenced the images, altars and temples of the gods. Troyap KaKOcS SpdapavrEs OVK 

)Xdaauova I 7rdaxoov, c A 8 peXovcrt (813 f.). The heaps of dead will bear silent witness even 
to the third generation: cu oVK v7re'p Ev Ovr-rov JovrTa XP"' povetv. i v'flpt yap EP6avOovr' 

EKaprrToaEv acdXvv I atrlS, OOEv TrdyKXavErov Eataa 0epos (820 if.). But these are terms no less 

applicable to Xerxes; and it is to Xerxes that the thoughts of the audience will turn back, 
when Darius says: /re TlS |- v rrepo>povrcras -rov 7Tapovra 8al,ova aXAAwv EpacrOelts oSov EKXE' 
upeyav (824 ff.), and when he sums up the moral lesson in the tremendous couplet: Zevs rot 

KohaacrnS- rcov VrTEpKOd,7TTW v ayav I bpovrJcidrov E;TreJtLV edOvvoS fapvs (827 f.). These then are 
the causes of disaster: not wealth, but the lust to add to it; more than mortal thoughts, and 
the acts of hubris and impiety to which they lead. It is Zeus who judges these matters and 
inflicts the heavy punishment. c Svcr7TOV77re SalJov, w,s ayav fapvs i rroSoLv ev qAov ravril 

HEppaUtK: yEVEt (5I5 f.): so had spoken the leader of the Chorus. Now we can give a name 
to the /3apv,s 8alwcov.31 Now we know on what principles he acts. 

Nothing, to my mind, is more interesting in the artistic technique of the Persae than 
Aeschylus' handling of the closing scene. Darius has come and gone, having interpreted 
events upon the highest moral and religious level. His closing instructions to the Chorus 
are that they should bring Xerxes to a proper understanding by the admonitions of reason 
(EVoyOtJut vov0?rrparatv, 830), so that he may cease in his overweening rashness (V7TEpKO'.pT 

OpaoreL) to offend the gods. Atossa leaves the stage on an errand concerned rather with his 
body than his mind.32 The Chorus remain to greet their king. Is there any sign whatever 
that they have taken the words of Darius to heart ? When Xerxes enters full of remorse, he 
is received with lamentations, recriminations. But of the 'admonitions of reason' there is 
no trace. For the Chorus, loyal subjects and faithful counsellors though they may be, are 
but ordinary Persians. Xerxes and his subjects are upon the same moral level, and it is 
not the level of Darius. The last scene returns to the moral level and to the religious ideas 
of the first half of the play; and it is as though Darius had never spoken. 

Most significant of all are the opening words of Xerxes. lO), 8vart-vos ycE arrvyepsa 
tolpas UrSE Kvpras- a'rEKlcapTorTaTrs, Cos' oW(oqpo s 6v a1 '/v eve'37 HIepcrJV yevea (909 if.). 
These words arouse echoes: of Atossa's 'hateful daimon' (472), of the final comment of the 
Chorus on the news from Salamis (515 f., just quoted). When Xerxes complains: Sai'cov 
&yap 58' av j/eraTpo7Tos3 &r' Eco[ (942 f.), we can compare the words of the Chorus at I58: 
e7 pT ua1 aicov 7rcAatoS' vvv tfeOEaUT-KE crTpatwr, and Atossa's reference to a veering wind (60o f.). 
Xerxes attributes his disaster to the cruelty of a fickle daimon who has turned against him- 
who has turned against him inexplicably. His hateful moira he describes as adreKKPaprordTaT: 

31 Some might prefer to see the flapvg 6a4tuov as a closing words (839-42) have caused difficulty, but 
minister of Zeus: perhaps it does not matter greatly. they too have a point in reintroducing the ploutos- 

32 On the instructions of Darius (832 if.). A device theme, with a reminder of the ultimate futility of 
no doubt for removing her from a scene in which she amassing wealth. Cf. B. Alexandersen, 'Darius in 
is not needed. But also preparation for the man who the Persians', Eranos 65 (1967) 7. 
has by his folly squandered his great wealth. Darius' 
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'most unforeseen', 'most unforeseeable'. But he can only call it so, because he fails to 
understand the principles upon which it is based. He uses the vague anonymous daimon 
and moira, but couples them with a call upon Zeus (9I5)-without, however, understanding 
the role of Zeus. This final naming of the name of Zeus is of course intended to remind 
the audience of the words of Darius; and it might also seem to be the cue for the Chorus, 
if they had learnt their lesson, to repeat it. But nothing comes from them except the 
familiar mention of a daimon of destruction (92I).33 At I005 ff. the text is unfortunately 
corrupt, but there is a reference to ate, a reference to a daimon or daimones, and to an 
'unthought-of' evil (EAXnTov KaKOV) that has been wrought. When Xerxes picks up the 
theme, he uses the very words (rCT/7' aEAXrrTov, 1028) which the Chorus had applied to the 
news from Salamis (265). 

That Aeschylus should return at the end of the play to words and themes from the 

beginning is not surprising. This is a traditional device of style which in Aeschylus is so 
common as to be almost regular-in speeches, in odes, in scenes and in entire plays-a device 
to which the term ring-composition has been given.34 Nor do the echoes I have already 
mentioned stand alone.35 It is a traditional device of style, but it is not merely a piece of 
formal symmetry. By these repetitions-and particularly by those which have religious 
implications-Aeschylus is deliberately recalling the mood, the ideas, the standards and the 
religion of the parodos and indeed of the whole first half of the play. Everything is made to 
seem the same. And yet everything is different, because Darius has spoken. By designing 
the play, as it were, in three panels, of which the third repeats the first, the dramatist has 
given to the central section the greatest possible emphasis. Through this design, the 
religious thought of Darius, which is also the poet's, is made to stand out like a peak above 
the lowlands of traditional commonplace belief which surround it on either side. 

Everything has been transformed by the Darius scene. But not, it would appear, for 
the Chorus. Aeschylus must have hoped that his audience would be more perceptive. 
Yet the subsequent course of fifth-century history may well make us doubt whether the 
lesson of Zevs KoAaar7s- was really grasped by the Athenians. Aeschylus might indeed have 
felt it a deplorable thing, if the patriotic emotions which the play aroused did more to 
determine Athenian policy and actions than the warning against acts of hubris which he 
had employed the resources of his art to make effective. 

In conclusion, the Persae is not the greatest of the surviving plays of Aeschylus: it may 
well be the least great. The interpretation of East-West relations which it embodies is 
interesting, but does not seem to go much farther than might be expected from an intelligent 
Greek of the time. Morally, it is a study in black and white, and so lacks subtlety. The 
theological doctrine is fundamentally the same as that of Aeschylus at his greatest, but it is 
not put to the severer tests-that is to say, it is not developed in a context which, like those 
of the Oresteia or the Danaid trilogy, raises well nigh insoluble problems about the nature 
of Zeus and his justice. The victims are all guilty! Perhaps the Persae demonstrates the 
superiority of myth over history as a theme for tragedy; perhaps it shows how wise Aeschylus 

33 Note that Atossa addresses the daimon at 845. Hopkins (Talking about sonatas i8) saying much the 
34 Many instances will be found in Korzeniewski same about the effect of Recapitulation in sonata- 

op. cit. and in E. B. Holtsmark, 'Ring composition form-and reminding us (ibid. 52) that it is not the 
and the Persae of Aeschylus', SO 45 (1970) 5-23, who 'ground-plan in itself' which has significance but the 
however seems to attach an exaggerated importance use to which it is put. 
to this stylistic feature. One can agree that ring 35 There are echoes of the parodos in 916 (cf. I and 
composition has an 'ideational' as well as a structural n. 20 above); 925 (cf. 59); 926 (cf. 26); I013 (cf. 87 if., 
purpose, since it can be used as a mode of emphasis esp. 9I). The catalogue of fallen princes (955-1001)- 
and is perhaps most effective when what intervenes cf. Holtsmark op. cit. 19 f.-echoes not only the 
between the two occurrences casts a new light upon parodos (2 -58) but the Messenger's report (302-28). 
word or theme. It is interesting to find Mr Antony 
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was, normally, to write trilogies; perhaps, in 472, there were depths of thought and insight 
to which he had not yet attained. But all this, if true, is no reason why the play should 
not be given its due. I suggest that, in point of construction and dramatic craftsmanship, 
it is a finer piece of work than it is sometimes credited with being. 

R. P. WINNINGTON-INGRAM 
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